Storing and structuring big data in histological research (vertebrates) using a relational database in SQL
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Introduction

The development and widespread use of highly distributed systems to process big data in biology is considered as one key technological developments in bioinformatics (Silva et al., 2014). The biological sciences (zoology, botany, anthropology, genetics) are faced with storing a large amount of research data. Advances in methods and experimental research increase the amount of data, which needs to be stored and consequently analysed. In the past biological data was stored in simple databases created in Access or Microsoft excel programmes. These databases were insufficient for storing big data and therefore large-scale databases in the Structural Query Language (SQL) program began to be created (Kashyap et al., 2015).

Biological databases use the following types of databases: relational databases in SQL and object-oriented. Despite limitations of the type of database, the researchers understand the structure and output of data from the database (Baxevanis, 2011). The language used for processing big data is SQL, which is used in relational models (Shanthi et al., 2009). Data stored in biological databases have their own data format (data type), the diversity of which leads to problems in the implementation and conversion of data formats into software (Bernstein et al., 1999).

Pluralism in biological terminology occurs in the different processes and definitions used in the methodology (Leonelli, 2012). These problems can be solved using interoperable databases, for better integration of data from different sources, for subsequent use in different parts of the research (The Gene Ontology Consortium, 2019). The connection of data sets (big data) must be in the concept of real processes of nature. The connection of concepts in big data infrastructures is considered as a possibility by which we can see the biological world and the functioning of nature in an ecological context. This perception guides scientific reasoning and the direction of research in meta-analyses and accounts for new discoveries (Leonelli, 2017). Standardized tools used in big data generation and subsequent meta-analyses are designed to meet research methodologies and research designs (Bogen, 2008).

The data quality in databases on the internet may be lower, because they are not often curated by specialists in the scientific field. Many biological databases have low reliability, specification only for a certain area of research and therefore the data cannot be easily transferred to other fields of research. Based on the above mentioned facts, data quality losses occur and extensive database links are often disrupted by unreliable sources during online data collection (Illari & Floridi, 2014). Access to original datasets enhances big data implementation, which improves
replication of experiments and reuse of data. It also serves as a connection between research methodology and approaches on the internet (Leonelli & Ankeny, 2012; Dietrich et al., 2014). Recognising the original dataset and structure of big data helps us to improve research conclusions with metaanalysis. This recognition is important when extrapolating data. The relational view in biological databases may be described as the removal of general approaches in the direction of context-sensitive datasets (Leonelli & Tempini, 2018).

Big data mining in biological research indicates the direction and structure of research (Nickles, 2018). Databases allow data mining to help scientists explore trends and recurring patterns in natural events that are verified by hypotheses (Pietsch, 2015; Ratti, 2015; Canali, 2019). The relational database shows that correctly interpreted results of biological research depend on approaches to original models, confrontation with scientific methods and correct contextualization of the big data (Shavit, 2009; Elliott et al., 2016). The structure of the relational database, documents of historical big data for the use of future users to judge the implementation according to their own standards, are also very important for proper data analysis. Automated data analysis and creation of algorithms increases the need for critical thinking among scientists. Collaboration between data scientists and researchers will help in the correct setting of algorithms, meta-analyses and subsequent interpretation of the results. Such cooperation will help in the correct setting of relational relations, which will capture trends in nature. It will relevantly evaluate the origin of the data in the datasets, which will ensure proper criticism in other research questions (Sterner & Franz, 2017).

We expect that our results will contribute to a new information on the structure and storing of biological databases in the field of histology. This new information will enrich the field of bioinformatics dealing with big data and databases.

**Materials and methods**

For the concept and design of our relational database (biological database) for histological research, we used the database program Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio 2017 (RTM-14.0.1000.169 (X64) Edition (64-bit) on Windows 10 Home 10.0 [X64]). The syntax of writing queries when uploading data uses the Microsoft platform.

**Results**

The relational database proposed by us contained histology research data. The histology database was made up of the following types of tables: 8 code, 3 dimension and 11 frequency, the connection between the tables is ensured by primary and foreign key (Fig. 1). Repeated writing of big data based on intervals had frequency tables which store measurements of structures in tissue and contains data of systems, classes, species. The tables were as follows: f_systemaSceleti, f_systemaSensuum, f_systemaNervosum, f_systemaMusculorum, f_systemaDigestorium, f_systemaCardiovasculare, f_organaUropoetica, f_organaGenitalia, f_integument, f_glandulaeEndocrinae. Tables that had one entry for an element, capturing its attributes, were dimensional. In our database, these were the tables: d_species, d_pageRole, d_biotops. Code tables serving as dials (class, tissue, part body) were represented by the following tables: cl_zoneBone, cl_typeSystem, cl_typeBoneTissue, cl_tissue, cl_partBody, cl_method, cl_classificationHC, cl_class. A schematic of all the tables in the program SSMS is shown in the Figure 2.

Fig. 1. A schema of the histology database
Fig. 2. Biological database proposal for histology research
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The frequency tables contained data with histology attributes assigned to individual systems. The tables with biotopes were filled with the characteristics of biotopes with the names of locations. Data about scientific workplaces and the scientists themselves were stored in a dimension table pageRole. The IDs assigned to individual entities of the given element were in code lists. The connection between individual tables was made using the primary key (PK; yellow key) and the foreign key (FK; infinity symbol).

Each datum in the database was assigned a data type (data format). Numeric data with datatype “smallint” had ID attributes: ID, classID, typeSystemID, partSystemID, tissueID, typeTissueID, localitiesID. Numbers had an “int” data type for variables PSC, age, numberOfLamellae. Data type float had area, perimeter, maxDiameter, minDiameter, line, meanDiameter, eccentricity, OsteonCircularityIndex. The data was written in the standard format YYYY-MM-DD. Data type varchar with variable length had the data stored in a text string where the columns belonged: class, classID, HaversianCanal, scale, methodAnalysis, methodCode, partBody, partBodyLj, tissue, tissueLj, typeBoneTissue, typeSystem, typeSystemLj, street, zoneBone, localitiesName, title, biotope, cadastralArea, state, geographicCoordinates, surname, lastname, workPosition, street, town, workplace, workPosition, species, sex, described, extension, ecozoologicalStatus, ecozoologicalStatusCode, institution, food, morphometricCharacter, morphometricCharacterCode, town, structureID. The mentioned code below presents the entry of data types for individual columns in the f_systemaSceleti table.

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[f_systemaSceleti]
([year] [int] NULL,
[classID] [smallint] NOT NULL,
[species] [nvarchar](50) NULL,
[sex] [nvarchar](5) NULL,
[typeSystemID] [smallint] NOT NULL,
[partSystemID] [smallint] NOT NULL,
[zoneBoneID] [smallint] NULL,
[typeBoneTissueID] [smallint] NULL,
[tissueID] [smallint] NULL,
[morphometricCharacter] [nvarchar](50) NULL,
[morphometricCharacterCode] [nvarchar](5) NULL,
[classificationHKID] [smallint] NULL,
[structureID] [nvarchar](10) NULL,
[area] [float] NULL,
[perimeter] [float] NULL,
[maxDiameter] [float] NULL,
[minDiameter] [float] NULL,
[line] [float] NULL,
[meanDiameter] [float] NULL,
[OsteonCircularityIndex] [float] NULL,
[numberOfLamellae] [int] NULL,
[methodCode] [nvarchar](5) NULL,
[heMeasureID] [smallint] NULL,
[age] [int] NULL);

Research data was written into tables in the database using the INSERT INTO function. Based on the USE [HISTOLOGY] function, we queried a database and then after the INSERT INTO function, we queried a table into which we will insert the data. When entering data, we must have queries attributes (columns) and define the inserted values with the VALUES function. An example of the syntax of inserting a single element was given in the code below.

USE [HISTOLOGY]
GO

INSERT INTO [dbo].[f_systemaSceleti]
((date],[classID],[species],[sex],[typeSystemID],[partSystemID],[ID],[zoneBoneID], [typeBoneTissueID],[tissueID],[morphometricCharacter],[morphometricCharacterCode],[classificationHKID],[structureID],[area],[perimeter],[maxDiameter],[minDiameter],[line],[meanDiameter],[eccentricity],[OsteonCircularityIndex],[numberOfLamellae],[methodCode],[heMeasureID],[age])
VALUES (2022,90,'Martes foina', 'F',1,8,9,1,2,'Haversian canals','HK',4,E1,188.9,49.3,8.6,7,15,6,-0.228571428571428,0.97617517455328,20,'PM',2,10)
GO

Data stored in Excel, text documents or csv must be imported using the tasks and import data option, which is included in the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio program itself (Fig. 3). During the successive steps by which we import external data, we also set data tips using the Edit Mappings function (Fig. 4). After importing data from external sources, the program warns with a report about the correct loading of data and the number of records (elements, Fig. 5).

Fig. 3. Importing data using the Tasks option

Fig. 4. Editing data types in Edit Mappings
Understanding the information stored in databases is a key fact for choosing the right database structure and its subsequent implementation. It is also important for data mining and interpretation of results (Leonelli, 2020). Currently in existence there are functional databases in which the datasets are for DNA, RDA (Birney, 2004), cancer-focused diseases (Bourne, 2005), structure protein (Benson et al., 2014; Dalmaris, 2020) and bio economies (Bradley, 2017; Burge, 2013). In our work, we presented a new structure of the relational database and its filling with data from the field of histology. The necessity of such a database grows with the information obtained by research, and at present such a type of database does not exist. Establishing such a database, this shortcoming would be solved and it would contribute to new information in the field of bioinformatics.

A biological database has an organized structure for proper data storage, easy retrieval and updating of datasets (Duigou et al., 2019). The primary database contains sequences and structure, which are further derived into the secondary database and used in meta-analyses (Fazezakas et al., 2013; Gharajeh, 2018). Each database must have an appropriately chosen data model, which can be, for example, Oracle SQL, E-R (E = Information Engineering), DDL. In our relational database, we used the E-R model, which was designed in the database program SSMS.

The aggregation queries have the data of individual attributes stored in columns, and the search works on the basis of subsets, which speeds up the processing of the result (Duggirala, 2018; Srinivasa & Hiriyannaiah, 2017). The speed of aggregation queries is also affected by data compression in the algorithms used in the procedures. The above mentioned fact also accelerates the availability of the meta-analysis result (Benson et al., 2014; Raj, 2018). In the early days of using databases, “flat files” (ASCII) were used. It is a type of text file containing subset, nested indices and datasets. Nowadays, this type is still used on the basis of better data compatibility during the implementation of datasets. In the 1970s, the PDB was among the first data formats, which was used in a protein database. The flat files format was modified to PDBx/mmCIF (Kinjo et al., 2017) during 2014 and replaced by the binary MMTF (Macro-Molecular Transmission Format) format (Gharajeh, 2017; Pečjí et al., 2020). Our suggested data types are “int” for integers, “smallint” for small-valued numbers, “float” for floating-point numbers, “date” for storing dates, “varchar” for storing text. All mentioned data types are supported by the Microsoft and Oracle platforms together with MYSQL. A properly designed database structure that interprets biological relationships and trends is very important for fast and reliable meta-analysis of biological data. It is also very important for implementation and communication between datasets for functional use of trend predictions of biological data (Feld et al., 2010; Sarita et al., 2010; Canali, 2019). Our histology database is designed for metadata analysis with the objective of identifying responses of histological structures in species in relation to the diversity of habitats in which species live.

Conclusions

Biological databases are often filled with histological data that need to be stored and properly implemented when using meta-analyses. Well-structured histology databases help scientists understand biological processes. Until now, attention has been focused mainly on data storage in the field of molecular biology and genetics. In our contribution, we created a new database structure for storing histological research data and set the correct data types for fast communication during data mining. The structure of the histological database created by us will ensure the integrity of the data during meta-analyses, which will contribute information on responses of histological structures in species in relation to diversity of habitats in which species live.
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